
Arzal to Cavalaire

Following my trip on the catamaran last year, I had been applying to a large delivery company for a 
skipper's position and although I had all the necessary experience, there had been a singular lack of 
success, I had just about given up trying when I was contacted, in mid July,  asking if I was 
interested in delivering a brand new 39 foot catamaran from France to the US. I immediately said 
yes and was quite happily contemplating a trip across the Atlantic, in hurricane season, when I 
received a call from the selling agent with an offer for our business. Completion of the sale was 
required by the 27th August, which would fall within the four or five week period required for the 
delivery. With a heavy heart, I had to call the delivery company, explain the situation and say I could
not do it, knowing that I would probably now, not get another chance.

However, the company rang a couple of days later asking if I would be available for a shorter trip 
and I readily agreed. The boat in question, a 53 foot Jongert named Aquarius, was in the process of 
being purchased and the new owner wanted it moved, from Brittany to the South of France. After a 
few days delay, while a survey was being completed, I was told to recruit a crew. I called Ginga 
who, despite a medical problem, readily agreed and Cliff, after having some discussions with his 
wife about who would look after the grandchildren, also said he would come along.

I made the travel arrangements and we set off on the 19th July, travelling by bus to Glasgow where 
we had an overnight stay at my daughter's flat. Very early next morning we took a taxi to Glasgow 
airport and boarded a flight to Manchester from where, after a three hour wait, we departed on the 
final leg to Nantes.

A few days earlier, I had been in touch with the yacht broker, a young urbane Frenchman called 
Jean-Baptiste,  and he had kindly agreed to pick us up at Nantes Airport and drive to Arzal so we 
could arrive mid afternoon to start settling in on the boat. After a little confusion recognising each 
other, we set off in his car for an hour's pleasant drive through the French countryside.

On arriving at the marina, the sun was baking hot so we went into the local café for a sandwich and 
a cold drink before crossing over the river to the pontoon where Aquarius was moored. The previous
owner was a German called Franz, a tall, fair haired gentleman in his late sixties or early seventies, 
and his new boat, a Trinitella 58 was on the pontoon inside Aquarius. We were then introduced to 
the new French owner, Michel, his two sons, Thomas and Jason, and one of the son's friend, 
Balthazar. Michel, Jason and Balthazar would be travelling with us on the boat while Thomas would
meet us at our destination.

Having deposited our bags below, and after a quick look round, Franz proceeded to give us a guided
tour of the boat with explanations of where everything was and how it worked. Franz, being a 
retired engineer, had equipped the boat with an unending variety of systems so that pipes, wires, 
switches and valves were everywhere. It was a lot to take in so Cliff, who had served an 
apprenticeship as a navy engineer, and I, concentrated on the main systems and safety equipment. 
An hour or so later and we had finished so Cliff and Ginga unpacked in the fore-cabin and I took the
pilot berth amidships. Aquarius was built in 1973 with a steel hull and topsides; she had teak decks 
and was configured as a cutter ketch. The rig was not very big and with a weight of 28 tons, she was
more of a motor sailor, having a generous 135hp, six cylinder MTU engine. The fore-cabin was 
accessed through the forward head to starboard with the master cabin next aft on the port side, with 
its own en-suite head. Then came the forward companionway and the starboard passage, containing 
the pilot berth and engine access, leading to the galley and a generous saloon in the stern. There was
a berth right at the stern with a marvellous view through three windows.



Before the sun went down, we motored the short distance, across the river, to the fuel berth and 
filled the massive 1500 litre tank. Franz took this opportunity of showing us how she went astern by
centring the wheel, putting the engine in reverse and using the bow thruster to steer, because being a
long keeled boat, if you tried to use the wheel it was a lottery which way she would go. Back on the 
berth, we also filled the 1800 litre water tank following which we had an evening meal, prepared by 
the two young French lads, Jason and Balthazar.

At Arzal, there is a lock on the river which maintains a good depth of water in the marina so we had 
to wait until three hours before high water the next day before setting off. The road bridge by the 
lock only opens at set times and we had chosen 14.00 as our best time so there would sufficient 
water in the river to let us get out to sea. We made sure that we were the second boat into the lock 
and so avoided the worst of the scrum for places which resulted in a lot of French swearing and 
shouting, while we looked on serenely. In a flotilla of boats, we followed the buoys down the 
narrow channel, turning to the south west at Pointe de Penlan, at the mouth of the river, past Ile 
Dumet and out into the Bay of Biscay.

The wind was in the west, no more than a force three, but our heading towards the corner of north 
west Spain meant that it was too fine on the bow to sail properly so we just put up the mainsail and 
motored on. Aquarius would not sail well until the wind was over force four and ,at least, sixty 
degrees off the bow, which would prove to be a constant problem for most of the trip.

For almost all the way across the Bay, the wind was light, and in the same westerly direction,  with 
gloriously sunny days, calm seas and the company of dolphins every day. There were a number of 
small equipment issues along the way, such as the fluxgate compass not working, bilge pump 
running constantly, fresh water not pumping and speed log not registering anything, but we managed
to work through, or around, these problems.

I had prepared the passage plan to Cavalaire in two legs with only one stop in Gibraltar, about the 
halfway distance. Jason wanted to see a Spanish Ria so, with Michel's permission, we pulled into 
Camarinas, arriving early morning. I had been to Camarinas before, a quiet, traditional Galician 
fishing harbour with a small marina and, luckily, we found a space at the end of one of the pontoons
, large enough for Aquarius.

We had a walk round the town, where there are a number of lace shops, for which the area is justly  
renowned,  and in the oldest part, came across something I had missed on my first visit. Amongst 
the narrow lanes and high walls, there were a number of very old stone building with the unusual 
feature of being raised a metre off the ground on a dozen stones shaped like mushrooms. Later that 
evening we all had a meal in the Club Nautico with fresh local fish and some fine local wines.

The next morning, Cliff checked the engine oil and water and we topped up the fresh water tank 
before setting of around 9.00am. Jason had to be back at work in New York in a few days so it was 
decided to drop him and Balthazar in Cascais so that they could fly out from Lisbon Airport. The 
trip down the Spanish and Portuguese Atlantic coast was made in calm conditions and light winds 
so Jason and Balthazar, getting bored with the routine, decided to liven things up. I had told them 
the story about Robin Knox-Johnson, when sailing in the first round the world race, jumping off the 
bow and catching a rope trailed from the stern. They thought this was a fine idea and decided to try 
it. I was a bit apprehensive as they made all the necessary preparations and when they jumped off 
the pulpit, I cut the engine until they had caught the stern line, which was supported by a couple of 
fenders. After a couple of times doing this, they decided that they this was enough excitement for 
the day.  During the crossing they also found time for each of them to be winched up the mast so 
that pictures and videos could be taken looking back down onto the deck.



One of the problems we had during that leg was the fresh water system not working, with the pump 
running continually but nothing coming out of the taps. We had at first thought that it was a problem
with the breather vent being blocked, then, that it was the pump not being properly primed, but 
eventually, the simple expedient of blowing back down the pipe into the tank, seemed to cure it. 
There was obviously something in the tank which had blocked the pipe but we did not have the 
facilities to open the inspection hatch.

We arrived in Cascais in the early morning and tied up at the reception pontoon, just inside the 
entrance, to wait for the marina office to open. Once we had checked in and sailed to the allotted 
berth, with Jason taking the helm for the last time, we had breakfast, relaxed a little and then bade 
farewell to the two lads as they left to catch their flight.

Cascais is a modern marina with good showers and toilets, many restaurants and bars along the 
central esplanade, chandlery and clothes shops, one of which sold some very fine leather jackets. It 
sits in front of an old fort and is a very short distance from the town itself. We had a meal that night 
in a Mexican restaurant on the pier but towards the end, the peace was disturbed with loud music  
blaring from a night club nearby, on the upper deck.

The next morning, I went to the office, at what I thought to be the time it opened, only to be told by 
a local, after waiting ten minutes, that I was an hour early. My mobile was on automatic time update
but was still wrong. Returning to the boat, we had enough time, so moved back to the reception 
pontoon and fuel dock where all the necessary formalities were completed and the fuel tank topped 
off, before leaving at 10.00am.

To start with, the winds were almost on the nose again but died away towards midnight then swung 
into the north but still very light. Just over twenty four hours after we had set out, an alarm went off 
on the control panel and after a few moments of confusion, trying to find out what was happening, I 
noticed the engine temperature was in the red. After throttling back then stopping the motor, Cliff 
and I went below to find the engine room full of steam. A few minutes search revealed that the fan 
belt, which drove the alternator and the fresh water circulation pump, had parted and was lying on 
the engine room floor. Franz had told us that the spare belts were in a locker aft  but the right size 
was not in there. After a search, we managed to locate a spare belt, hanging inside the engine room,  
but finding out how to fit it was another matter entirely. There were two belts at that end of the 
engine and, of course, the one that had split was on the inside, meaning that the outer belt had to be 
removed first. This belt drove the seawater circulation pump and the only way that Cliff could see to
slacken the belt was to remove two bolts from the base of the pump and swing it sideways. Then he 
loosened the screw thread on the alternator to its limit and this enabled the two of us, after much 
straining, to position the new belt. As usual, in a boat, things were in tight, nearly inaccessible 
corners but eventually all was finished and by this time the engine had cooled sufficiently to allow 
the water cap to be removed. As the engine was still fairly warm, we boiled a kettle of water and 
then mixed with cold before pouring into the engine. With trepidation, I turned the ignition key but 
she fired up immediately and settled back into the normal rhythm. That evening the wind started to 
blow up from the north west but this only lasted a short time before we were back to light and 
variable with a maximum of force twos again. The next morning, a few miles south of Cadiz, the 
wind picked up again, first from the north east, then veering south east force six, and after looking 
in the almanac, I decided to pull into Barbate to get an up to date weather forecast via Ugrib. We 
decided to stay there the night as the weather looked better the next day, a forecast of fifteen knot 
winds from the east.

Barbate has a superb marina but very little in the way of facilities and a good walk from the local 



village. There were plenty of units for shops and  restaurants but all were empty. A diesel dock and 
two commercial chandlers were available but, unfortunately, neither stocked the right type of fan 
belt to replace the spare we had used. That night we ate three meagre tappas dishes, which was all 
that was available from the small club nautico, only open for a couple of hours, whilst being kept 
company by quite a few of the local mosquitoes.

I had not been able to check the weather the next morning, as the only wifi was in the, now closed, 
club nautico, but the wind inside, and just outside, the marina was a reasonable twenty knots, As we 
progressed steadily south east, along the coast, it picked up until we were registering over forty 
knots on the wind gauge, with the sea state becoming very rough, but still a beautiful blue sky 
overhead. It was just as we were passing an onshore wind farm that I decided we should turn back to
Barbate, as we had not sufficiently prepared ourselves for such bad conditions. So back in the 
marina, I was able to check the forecast again on my laptop and realised that there would no change 
in the conditions for a couple of days. I had begun to form suspicions that the extremely strong 
winds were a local condition, with the valley in which the wind farm was located being a natural 
funnel. This left us with two options, either to head due south until the funnel effects died away, 
probably near to the African coast, or to batten down the hatches and try to tack along the coast, 
keeping as far inshore as possible.

We left Barbate again at 6.00pm, with just a slip of a genoa and the mizzen sail up, and began 
battering down the coast, arriving at Gibraltar twelve hours later, just before dawn, after a very 
uncomfortable passage. The wind in Gibraltar was as predicted in the forecast, with the bay being 
almost flat, and this led me to think that I should read more extensively on the subject, if I did the 
same passage again.

As usual in Gibraltar Bay, there were small craft buzzing about at high speed and the occasional 
ship to avoid, but we safely arrived in Marina Bay Marina in the first light of morning and tied up. I 
had to go to the office to complete the usual procedures and then retired for some very welcome 
sleep. As we had stopped more often than I had planned, on the way down, I decided that we would 
only spend one night in Gibraltar, which meant that there was a lot to do in a very short time.

The first visit was to the chandlers, a short walk along the promenade and through a narrow alley, to
buy the items which I thought were needed. Unfortunately, after asking the assistant at the 
chandlers, we had to walk a lot further to find a replacement fan belt. After a bite of lunch, we then 
walked to the supermarket to do the food shopping for the rest of the trip. A dozen carrier bags 
between two of us meant taking a taxi back and having packed away, the three of walked up into the
town to do a bit of duty free shopping. Later in the evening, we all went to the restaurant just 
opposite the end of the pontoon and had a meal which all of us found to be very disappointing.

The next morning, it was a short trip to the diesel dock where we filled the tank and, as usual, found
the price to be significantly cheaper. The basic cost of the marina was also very reasonable, although
there are separate charges for water and electricity. We slipped the dock at 10.00am and were out of 
the bay an hour later heading into a flat calm Mediterranean sea. The next day, when trying to 
increase the engine speed, I noticed that the oil pressure gauge was going haywire, flicking quickly 
up to maximum and then down again. Only when the revolutions were reduced to around 1,400 did 
the needle calm down, and so we stayed at this speed for the rest of the leg. Motoring on for another
day the wind slowly increased and decreased, but never reached more than a force three and what 
wind there was, was directly on the nose again.

We pulled into a crowded San Antonio harbour on Ibiza at around five in the morning and found 
only a  few spaces on the municipal pontoon to be empty. If visiting, it is advisable to book in 



advance or else you have to anchor or lie to a mooring until a pontoon is available. A couple of 
hours after tying up, a port official came along and told us we could not stay there but, as we were 
trying to find an engineer to have a look at the causes of the oscillating oil pressure gauge, we 
ignored his orders. I talked to Franz on the mobile and he was of the opinion that it was probably a 
faulty gauge or sensor. I then asked Cliff to go with Ginga to the nearest pharmacy so Ginga could 
get some more pills, of which, he had not brought enough with him and had taken his last one that 
morning. Meanwhile, I got the laptop out and downloaded the grib files to have a look at the 
weather for the next few days. As soon as I saw the forecast for three days later, I went to see Michel
and showed him the Mistral which was apparently due to blow a gale down the Golf de Lion, right 
into our path. We both had the same thought and as soon as Cliff and Ginga returned with the 
medicine, we set off again. I had spent two and a half hours in Ibiza and not even stepped ashore.

Leaving San Antonio there was an easterly wind, a maximum force two, but as we travelled along 
the north shore, gradually pulling further out to sea, the wind piped up for a short while and this 
reminded me of the wind acceleration zones off the Canaries, particularly with similar cloud 
formations. Further on, as we pulled abeam of Majorca, there was another acceleration zone but the 
wind also backed sixty degrees. Although this effect did not last very long at all.

As we neared the French coast, the wind gradually increased in speed until it reached a steady force 
five and the last few miles inside Iles d'Hyeres was spent bashing into a moderate sea. Cavalaire was
a welcome sight and we decided to go straight into the berth but there was a problem when a rib 
pulled alongside and said we were not allowed to go there. After some heated discussions in French,
I manoeuvred the boat back to the reception pontoon and tied up, where Michel went ashore to have
further discussions with Le Capitaine. The three of us took the opportunity to have a good shower 
on deck as we had plenty of water and the ones ashore were going to cost two Euros each. The 
problem with the berth appeared to be that the boat was too long and the marina officials were 
adamant that it would not fit into the space with enough room for the surrounding boats to get in or 
out.

Michel told us that his grandchildren, Thomas' twin daughters, were turning up the next morning for
their holidays so I telephoned my wife and asked her to arrange for our travel home. That evening 
we had a pleasant meal ashore in one of the many restaurants surrounding the harbour and sat down,
on the way back, to watch a game of boule, enjoying the gentle, warm night breeze.

The next morning we were up early, to pack and clean the boat so that by 9.00am, we were waiting 
on the quayside for Thomas who had agreed to give us a lift to the bus station. The drive across the 
peninsula to St Tropez was relatively short and easy, although the traffic was already starting to 
build., We only had to wait half an hour for the bus to St Raphael but this journey took us along the 
coast, through all the holiday towns where the holidaymakers were out in force. At St Raphael we 
had another hour to wait for the express bus to Nice Airport where, on arriving we were directed to 
the wrong terminal. It did not matter as there was a six hour wait for the plane to Luton. A night's 
stopover at an airport hotel then onto the last leg, a flight to Inverness. The journey home had not 
been ideal but it was the best that could be achieved at such short notice.

Gwyn Phillips
19 October 2013



 

More photos at
http://plus.google.com/photos/113004977129750187786/albums/5913739185615211809?
banner=pwa 
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